**Lincoln Legacy Learning Kits**

**Abraham Lincoln Reading Kit**

Folder A—Pioneer Youth, New Salem

Pioneer Youth Images

1. Lincoln autobiography, “there’s not much of me”
2. Nancy Hanks Lincoln
3. Thomas Lincoln
4. Sarah Bush Johnson Lincoln
5. Exercise page

New Salem Images

6. Lincoln the Thinker
7. Pioneer Transportation
8. Lincoln the Soldier
9. Postmaster Lincoln

Folder B—Lincoln the Lawyer, Lincoln and Family

Lincoln the Lawyer

10. Abraham Lincoln, Candidate
11. Lincoln the Circuit Rider
12. Lincoln’s Law Offices
13. Lincoln and Herndon Law Office

Lincoln and Family

14. Mary Lincoln, 1846
15. Marriage License
16. Globe Tavern
17. Lincoln Home
18. Mary Lincoln with sons, Willie and Tad
19. Robert Lincoln’s
20. Robert Lincoln’s tombstone
21. Little Eddie poem
22. Willie Lincoln
23. Tad Lincoln
24. Lincoln with Tad in Washington
25. June 9, 1863 letter to Mary about Tad
26. Toy cannon and note to General John Dahlgren
27. Fido the dog
28. January 12, 1851 letter from Abraham Lincoln to John D. Johnston
29. November 4, 1851 letter from Abraham Lincoln to John D. Johnston
30. December 7, 1848 letter from Thomas Lincoln and John Johnston

Folder C—Slavery, Lincoln-Douglas Debates, Campaign of 1860

Slavery Images

31. Fragment of Slavery
32. Lincoln’s Definition of Democracy
33. Emancipation Proclamation

Lincoln-Douglas Debates Images

34. Stephen A. Douglas, 1860
35. The Debate at Charleston
36. Notes for the Debate at Jonesboro, Illinois

Campaign of 1860 Images and Documents

37. Bell and Everett
   a. Election Ticket for Stephen Douglas and Herschel Johnson
   b. Stephen A. Douglas
   c. 1860 Election Tickets for Abraham Lincoln
   d. Breckinridge and Lane
38. Lincoln Home after nomination
39. Lincoln-Hamlin Flag
40. Lincoln-Hamlin Political Medallions
41. Campaign Song
42. November 5, 1860 Broadside
43. Lincoln Elected!
44. Farewell Address

Folder D—Life as President, Political Cartoons, Wartime President

Life as President Images and Documents

45. Floor Plans of the White House
46. Mary Lincoln
47. Anderson Cottage at the Soldier’s Home
48. Proclamation of Thanksgiving
49. Lincoln Reading the emancipation Proclamation to the Cabinet
50. President Lincoln and his Cabinet
Political Cartoons and Images

51. A Phenomenon of Portraiture
52. Passage through Baltimore
53. The Flight of Abraham
54. A President-Elect’s Uncomfortable Seat
55. The President’s Inaugural
56. Great and Astonishing Trick of Old Abe
57. Writing the Emancipation Proclamation
58. Unheeded Advice
59. Abraham the Last
60. The National Joker

The Wartime President Images and Documents

61. Lincoln visits Antietam
62. Fort Sumter
63. Gettysburg Address
64. President’s War Order No. 3
65. April 2, 1865 letter to Gen. Grant
66. May 30, 1861 letter to Edward Bates
67. Second Inaugural
68. General Lee’s Surrender Address
69. Broadside, We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond
   a. Capture of Richmond

Folder E—Death, Conspiracy and Trial

Death Images

70. 1865 Broadside of “our American Cousin”
71. Ford’s Theatre
72. The Martyrdom of Abraham Lincoln
73. Broadside featuring Telegraph Message
74. Deathbed of Abraham Lincoln
75. Lincoln Comes Home to Springfield
76. President Lincoln’s Funeral Procession in Washington City
77. Lincoln’s Funeral Train and Funeral Tour
78. Lincoln Lying in State
79. 1865 Broadside In Memory of Abraham Lincoln
80. “The President is Dead”
81. Lincoln home draped in Mourning
82. Lincoln’s Horse, “Old Bob”
The Conspiracy and Trial Images and Documents

83. John Wilkes Booth
84. 1865 Broadside offering Reward for capture of Booth
85. Co-conspirator Michael O’Laughlin
86. Co-conspirator Edward Spangler
87. Co-conspirator Samuel B. Arnold
88. Co-conspirator Dr. Samuel A. Mudd
89. Co-conspirator David Herold
90. Co-conspirator George A. Atzerodt
91. Co-conspirator Lewis Payne
92. Co-conspirator Mary E. Surratt
93. Picture of conspirator’s hanging on July 7, 1865

Folder F—Lincoln Photographs and Images

94. Daguerreotype attributed to Nicholas H. Shepherd, Springfield, IL, 1847
95. February 28, 1857, Photograph by Alexander Hesler, Chicago, IL
96. May 7, 1858, Ambrotype by A.M. Byers, Beardstown, IL
97. July 11, 1858, Photograph by Schneider or von Schneidau, Chicago, IL
98. 1858? By one of the Coles Brothers, Peoria, IL
99. February 27, 1860, Photograph by Mathew B. Brady, NY, NY
100. May 20, 1860, Photograph by W. Church, Springfield, IL
101. June 3, 1860, Photograph by Preston Butler, Springfield, IL
102. August 13, 1860, Photograph by Preston Butler, Springfield, IL
103. Summer of 1860, Photograph unknown, Springfield, IL
104. November 25, 1860, Photograph taken by Samuel G. Alschuler, Chicago, IL
105. February 9, 1861, Photograph by C.G. German, Springfield, IL
106. Circa 1862, Photograph by Mathew B. Brady, Washington D.C.
107. Circa 1862, Mathew B. Brady, Washington D.C.
108. August 9, 1863, Photograph by Alexander Gardner, Washington D.C.
109. Probably 1863, Photograph by Mathew B. Brady, Washington D.C.
110. Probably 1863, Photograph by Mathew B. Brady, Washington D.C.
111. August 9, 1863, Photograph by Alexander Gardner, Washington D.C.
112. August 9, 1863, Photograph by Alexander Gardner, Washington D.C.
113. November 8 or 15, 1863, Photograph by Alexander Gardner, Washington D.C.
114. February 9, 1864, Photograph by Anthony Berger
115. February 9, 1864, Photograph by Mathew Brady, Washington, D.C.
116. February 9, 1864, Photograph by Mathew Brady, Washington, D.C.
118. April 10, 1865, Photographed by Alexander Gardner, Washington, D.C.
Books, CDs and DVDs

119. *Abraham Lincoln: A Photobiography*, Russell Freedman (5 books)
120. *Abe Lincoln Grows Up*, Carl Sandburg and James Dougherty (5 books)
121. *Abraham Lincoln the Writer*, Harold Holzer (1 Book)
122. *(Cornerstone of Freedom) Gettysburg Address*, Kenneth Richards (5 books)
123. *(We the People) The Emancipation Proclamation*, Ann Heinrichs (5 books)
124. *(We the People) Lincoln Douglas Debates*, Michael Burgman (5 books)
125. *Young Abe Lincoln*, Cheryl Harness (5 books)

Miscellaneous

Poster Puzzle (16 pieces, 1 full image, 1 teacher’s guide)
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